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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which one of the following four statements correctly defines credit risk?
A. Credit risk is the risk that complements market and liquidity risks.
B. Credit risk is a form of performance risk in contractual relationship.
C. Credit risk is the risk arising from execution of a company's strategy.
D. Credit risk is the risk that summarizes the exposures a company or firm assumes when it
attempts to
operate within a given field or industry.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which sales document type do you use to supply specified quantities on defined dates? Choose
the correct answer.
A. Scheduling agreement
B. Master contract
C. Quantity contract
D. Value contract
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
A large energy company has a recurring foreign currency demands, and seeks to use options
with a pay-off based on the average price of the underlying asset on either a few specific
chosen datesor all dates within a specific pricing window. Which one of the following four
option types would most likely meet these specific foreign currency demands?
A. Asian options
B. European options

C. American options
D. Chooser options
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
You need to configure a computer to encrypt all inbound connections by using IPSec.
What should you do?
A. From Windows Firewall with Advanced Security, click Inbound Rules and then click New
Rule.
B. From Windows Firewall with Advanced Security, click Connection Security Rules and then
click New Rule.
C. From Network and Sharing Center, click Set up a new connection or network.
D. From Network and Sharing Center, click Connect to a network.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Connection Security Rules Connection security rules are a special type of rule that deal with
authenticated and encrypted traffic. You can use connection security rules to manage how
communication occurs between different hosts on the network. You use the New Connection
Security Rule Wizard, to create connection security rules. Connections can be authenticated
using the Kerberos V5 protocol requiring a domain computer and user account or a domain
computer account. If you select advanced properties, connections can be authenticated using
NTLMv2, computer certificates from a particular certificate authority (CA) or using a pre-shared
key.Connection Security Rules and IPSec policies The relationship between connection security
rules and IPSec policies is similar to the relationship between AppLocker and Software
Restriction Policies. Both sets of rules do similar things, but the ones that you use depend on
the operating systems used by the client computers in your organization. All editions of
Windows 7 and Windows Vista support connection security rules, but Windows XP does not.
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